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Clarity Offline 

An overview of what Clarity Offline offers 

Clarity Offline covers the majority of integral functions of full Clarity, including data evaluation and processing tools, 

method setup, reports, or options for a regulated environment. Clarity Offline cannot acquire data and communicate with 

any instruments. A detailed overview of the functions that are available/unavailable in Clarity Offline can be found in the 

D007 Clarity Solutions Comparison datasheet. 

What is Clarity Offline? 

Clarity Offline is an alternative to the full Clarity Chromatography Software that enables only the offline functions of 

Clarity, such as data processing and evaluation, setting of methods, or report creation. As the name suggests, Clarity 

Offline cannot connect to "online" instruments, communicate with them, or acquire data. Clarity Offline station can be 

identified by a blue information stripe containing the "OFFLINE VERSION" label. 

 

How can you use Clarity Offline? 

It is possible to import or export any Clarity files, share data with other Clarity (or Clarity Lite) stations, and access projects 

(e.g., via shared disks or LAN). See the Clarity in network manual for more information on using Clarity in a multi-user or 

multi-instrument environment. Method development, data processing, batch operations (re-processing), evaluation, 

creation of reports, or custom calculations are possible with Clarity Offline. 

Where can Clarity Offline be used? 

Using Clarity Offline is convenient if, for example, one computer with full Clarity is present in a lab (allowing instrument 

control and data acquisition) and another computer outside the lab is used for data processing (no data acquisition or 

connection to instruments necessary). 

How to get Clarity Offline? 

Clarity Offline is protected by a hardware (HW) key, similar to full Clarity. It can be bought as p/n C59. For details on 

pricing, contact your distributor. Note that it is not possible to upgrade Clarity Offline to full Clarity (or Clarity Lite). The 

Clarity Offline HW key is bound to the Clarity Offline software and cannot be used for different types of Clarity.  

A free Clarity Offline license is available as a part of the Promotion for Education program. To receive the corresponding 

user code, the Registration of a university package form must be filled out. 
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